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Abstract
We consider a family of positive operator valued measures associated with repre-
sentations of compact connected Lie groups. For many independent copies of a single
state and a tensor power representation we show that the observed probability dis-
tributions converge to the value of the moment map. For invertible states we prove
that the measures satisfy the large deviation principle with an explicitly given rate
function.
1 Introduction
Large deviation principles for probability measures derived from tensor powers of represen-
tations have been studied by several authors in recent decades. In [CLR88] Ceg la, Lewis
and Raggio investigated the multiplicities arising from the isotypic decomposition of ten-
sor products of representations of the group SU(2). Duffield [Duf90] extended their result
to an arbitrary compact semisimple Lie group. Alicki, Rudicki and Sadowski [ARS88],
and later Keyl and Werner [KW01] proposed an estimator for the spectrum of the density
operator, which is based on the decomposition of the tensor powers of the defining rep-
resentation of SU(d) (or U(d)). Based on Duffield’s result, Keyl and Werner found the
rate function for the exponential decay to be the relative entropy between the normalized
Young diagram labelling the irreducible representation and the nonincreasingly ordered
spectrum of the state. In [Key06] Keyl refined the estimator to a continuous positive
operator valued measure (POVM) estimating both the spectrum and the eigenvectors of
an unknown state and proved a large deviation principle in that setting. While studying
a tripartite extension of the Matsumoto–Hayashi universal distortion-free entanglement
concentration protocol [MH07], Botero and Mej´ıa [BM18] found formulas for the probabil-
ities induced by the isotypic decomposition or tensor powers of the U(2)n-representation
C2⊗n when the state is in the W class, but it seems difficult to obtain the rate of the
exponential decay from their formulas.
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We consider the following common generalisation of these problems. Let K be a com-
pact connected Lie group and pi : K → U(H) a finite dimensional unitary representation.
Then 12piiJ : S(H)→ k∗ where 〈J(ρ), ξ〉 = Tr(ρ(Tepi)(ξ)) can be regarded as an equivariant
moment map (Tepi is the derivative of pi at the identity). We wish to construct a measure-
ment on H⊗m with outcomes in ik∗ that estimates J(ρ) when applied to m independent
copies of a state ρ. The tensor powers of H can be decomposed into isotypic components
as
H⊗m '
⊕
λ
Hλ ⊗HomK(Hλ,H⊗m), (1)
where the sum is over dominant integral weights λ, Hλ is an irreducible representation
of K with highest weight λ and HomK(Hλ,H⊗m) is the multiplicity space. Let |vλ〉 be
a highest weight vector of norm 1. Then K · |vλ〉〈vλ| can be identified (via the moment
map) with the orbit of λ in ik∗ under the (complexified) coadjoint action. Weighted with
the suitably normalised invariant measure on the orbit and tensored with the identity
operator on the multiplicity space, these projections give rise to a POVM EH⊗m from
the Borel σ-algebra of ik∗ to B(H⊗m). In the special case K = U(d) and pi the standard
representation, this measure is the same as the one proposed in [Key06].
If ρ is a state on H then we can form the sequence of probability measures µm(A) =
Tr ρ⊗mEH⊗m(mA). These measures are interpreted as the probability distribution of the
(rescaled) random classical outcome of the measurements that are described by the POVM
EH⊗m . We find that the measures µm converge weakly to the Dirac measure concentrated
at J(ρ) and the convergence is exponentially fast.
To formulate a more precise statement, choose a Borel subgroup B in the complexifi-
cation of K, let N be its maximal unipotent subgroup, let a = it where t is the Lie algebra
of the maximal torus T = K ∩ B, and let it∗+ ⊆ it∗ be the closure of the positive Weyl
chamber. Then every element x ∈ ik∗ can be written as x = h · x0 with a unique x0 ∈ it∗+
and a non-unique h ∈ K. Let
Iρ(h · x0) = sup
α∈a
max
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(n)∗pi(expα/2)pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(expα/2)pi(n). (2)
We will show in Section 3.3 that Iρ is well defined and is a good rate function (i.e. has
compact sub-level sets).
Theorem 1.1 (Large deviation principle). Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space,
K a compact connected group, pi : K → U(H) and µm as above.
(i) For every state ρ and closed subset C ⊆ ik∗ we have
lim sup
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(C) ≤ − inf
x∈C
Iρ(x). (3)
(ii) For every faithful state ρ and open subset O ⊆ ik∗ we have
lim inf
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O) ≤ − inf
x∈O
Iρ(x). (4)
For faithful states the theorem says that the measures µm satisfy the large deviation
principle with rate function Iρ. For general states we can only prove a weaker version of
(4), replacing O on the right hand side with O∩Mρ whereMρ is a dense subset of dom Iρ.
In the examples below Iρ is continuous on its domain, therefore the stronger conclusion
(4) still holds even if ρ is not invertible.
In addition, we show that Iρ only vanishes at J(ρ), which identifies the weak limit as
a Dirac measure:
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Theorem 1.2 (Law of large numbers). For every state ρ and open set O ⊆ ik∗ such that
J(ρ) ∈ O we have
lim
m→∞µm(O) = 1. (5)
If one is only interested in the way ρ⊗m distributes the probabilty among the isotypic
components, then it is possible to extract this coarse-grained information by taking the
pushforward of the measure µm along the continuous function that sends x ∈ ik∗ to the
unique element x0 ∈ (K · x) ∩ it∗+. According to the contraction principle, for invertible
states these measures also satisfy the large deviation principle with rate function
I˜ρ(x0) = inf
h∈K
Iρ(h · x0)
= inf
h∈K
sup
α∈a
max
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(n)∗pi(expα/2)pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(expα/2)pi(n).
(6)
Our result reduces to the formula of Ceg la, Lewis and Raggio [CLR88] and of Duffield
[Duf90, Theorem 2.1.] when ρ = IdimH and to Keyl’s rate function [Key06, Theorem 3.2]
when K = U(d), H = Cd and pi is the standard representation. From the latter the result
of Keyl–Werner [KW01] follows by the contraction principle. Setting K = U(1)d we also
recover Crame´r’s large deviation theorem [Cra38] in the special case of finitely supported
integer-valued random variables.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we fix the nota-
tion and collect some facts related to the representations and structure of compact Lie
groups and their complexifications, and to positive operator valued measures. Section 3
contains the proof of our main results: in Section 3.1 we define the POVM used in the
estimation scheme, in Section 3.2 we introduce an action of the complexification of K on
ik∗, in Section 3.3 we give several formulas for the rate function and prove some of its
key properties, in Section 3.4 we prove the large deviation upper bound, in Section 3.5 we
prove weak convergence to the value of the moment map and in Section 3.6 we address
the large deviation lower bound.
Related work. Closely related work has been done independently by Cole Franks and
Michael Walter [FW20]. We have arranged with these authors to coordinate submission
of our papers.
2 Preliminaries
Throughout Hilbert spaces are assumed to be finite dimensional and the inner product
〈·, ·〉 is linear in the second argument. U(H) denotes the group of unitary operators on H.
We denote by S(H) the set of positive semidefinite operators on H with trace equal to 1
(states). Every state ρ ∈ S(H) admits a purification, i.e. ρ = TrCd |ψ〉〈ψ| for some unit
vector ψ ∈ H⊗Cd, where TrCd is the partial trace and |ψ〉〈ψ| is the orthogonal projection
onto the subspace spanned by ψ. Below we will collect the necessary standard results
on compact Lie groups and their complexifications. More details can be found in many
textbooks, e.g. [Kna86].
2.1 Complexification
Let K be a compact connected Lie group, k = TeK its Lie algebra (Te stands for the tan-
gent space at the identity when applied to a Lie group and the derivative at the identity
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when applied to homomorphisms). The complexification G = KC is a complex Lie group
together with an inclusion K → G, defined by the property that every smooth homomor-
phism from K to a complex Lie group extends uniquely to a holomorphic homomorphism
from G. G is a reductive group and its Lie algebra is g = C⊗R k. We identify k∗ with the
subspace of g∗ that consists of functionals that are real on k. We use angle brackets 〈·, ·〉
for the pairing between a vector space and its dual.
The group multiplication gives a diffeomorphism K ×P → G where P = exp(ik). The
(global) Cartan involution is a group homomorphism Θ : G → G that fixes K and acts
on p ∈ P as Θ(p) = p−1. K is the fixed point set of Θ. For g ∈ G we define g∗ = Θ(g)−1.
The exponential map provides a diffeomorphism between ik and P .
A finite dimensional unitary representation pi : K → U(H) extends uniquely to a
homomorphism G → GL(H) as complex Lie groups. The extension, denoted with the
same symbol, satisfies pi(g∗) = pi(g)∗.
Example 2.1. Let K = U(1)d be a torus. Then k can be identified with iRd, G = (C×)d
and g is the Lie algebra Cd. ik ' Rd and P ' Rd>0. Θ sends a d-tuple g = (g1, . . . , gd) ∈ G
to (g1
−1, . . . , gd−1) and g∗ is the (componentwise) conjugate of g.
Example 2.2. Let K = U(d) be the group of d × d unitary matrices. Then k consists
of skew-hermitian matrices, G = GL(d,C) and g is the Lie algebra of all d × d complex
matrices. We identify g∗ with g via the pairing (x, ξ) 7→ Tr(xξ). Under this identification
k∗ corresponds to the space of skew-hermitian matrices.
ik is the space of hermitian matrices and P is the set of positive definite matrices. Θ
sends a matrix to the conjugate transpose of its inverse, and g∗ is the conjugate transpose
of g.
2.2 Moment map
Let pi : K → U(H) be a representation on a finite dimensional Hilbert space. We consider
the map J : S(H)→ ik∗ defined as
〈J(ρ), ξ〉 = Tr (Tepi(ξ)ρ) . (7)
We identify the projective space PH with the set of rank one orthogonal projections.
For v ∈ H \ {0} we denote the corresponding projection (or equivalence class) by [v]. In
particular, the restriction of J to PH is
〈J([v]), ξ〉 = 〈v, Tepi(ξ)v〉‖v‖2 . (8)
PH is a symplectic manifold with the Fubini–Study symplectic form and the action of K
is Hamiltonian with 12piiJ as a moment map [Kir84, 2.7].
In the special case when pi : K → U(Hλ) is an irreducible representation with highest
weight λ we will use the notation Jλ for the above map. Its value on the ray through a
highest weight vector vλ is Jλ([vλ]) = λ. The restriction of Jλ to K · [vλ] is injective.
Remark 2.3. Let ρ ∈ S(H) and ψ ∈ H ⊗ Cd be any purification of ρ. Consider the
representation K → U(H⊗ Cd) given by k 7→ pi(k)⊗ I. Then
〈JH⊗Cd([ψ]), ξ〉 = 〈ψ, (Tepi(ξ)⊗ I)ψ〉 = Tr (Tepi(ξ)ρ) = 〈J(ρ), ξ〉. (9)
Thus in general 12piiJ ◦TrCd is a moment map for K acting on the larger projective space.
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K acts on S(H) as k · ρ := pi(k)ρpi(k)∗. For k ∈ K we have
〈J(k · ρ), ξ〉 = Tr (Tepi(ξ)pi(k)ρpi(k)∗)
= Tr
(
pi(k−1)Tepi(ξ)pi(k)ρ
)
= Tr
(
Tepi(k
−1 · ξ)ρ)
= 〈J(ρ), k−1 · ξ〉
= 〈k · J(ρ), ξ〉,
(10)
i.e. J is equivariant with respect to the coadjoint action of K on ik∗.
Remark 2.4. PH is connected, therefore any two moment maps differ in a constant, and
for any two equivariant moment maps the difference is fixed by the coadjoint action. Thus
when K is semisimple, 12piiJ is the unique equivariant moment map.
Example 2.5. Let K = U(1)d. Irreducible representations are one dimensional and are
of the form pin(g1, . . . , gd)v = g
n1
1 g
n2
2 · · · gndd v for n = (n1, . . . , nd) ∈ Zd. Let pi : K →
U(H) be an arbitrary representation and decompose H into isotypic subspaces as H =⊕
n∈Zd Hn⊗Cdn (dn is nonzero for only finitely many terms). If Pn denotes the orthogonal
projection onto these subspaces, then J(ρ) is determined by the numbers rn = TrPnρ as
〈J(ρ), ξ〉 = ∑n∈Zd rn∑di=1 niξi for ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξd) ∈ Cd ' g.
Example 2.6. Let K = U(d) and pi the standard representation on Cd. Under the
identification of ik∗ with the space of hermitian matrices (see Example 2.2) J maps every
state ρ to itself.
2.3 Borel subgroups
A Borel subgroup B ≤ G is a maximal solvable subgroup. Any two such subgroups are
conjugate by an element of K. From now on we fix a Borel subgroup B and use the
following notations: T = B ∩K, t = TeT , a = it ⊆ g, A = exp a, N = [B,B], b = TeB,
n = TeN . T is a maximal torus in K, exp : a→ A is a diffeomorphism, N is the maximal
unipotent subgroup of B and T normalizes N . For any element g ∈ G we have the Iwasawa
decomposition g = kan with uniquely determined elements k ∈ K, a ∈ A and n ∈ N . For
g ∈ G we write α(g) for the element of a that exponentiates to a. The map α : G → a
is smooth. In a similar way we write k(g) for the K-component of g in the Iwasawa
decomposition.
Example 2.7. Let K = U(1)d. Then B = G, T = K, A = P and N = {e}. The Iwasawa
decomposition is the same as the componentwise polar decomposition, more precisely g =
(g1, . . . , gd) = (g1/|g1|, . . . , gd/|gd|) · (|g1|, . . . , |gd|) · e.
Example 2.8. Let K = U(d). Then one choice for B is the subgroup of upper triangular
matrices, T is the group of diagonal unitaries, A is the group of positive definite diagonal
matrices, N consists of upper triangular matrices with 1 on the main diagonal. The
Iwasawa decomposition is essentially the QR decomposition, but with the triangular part
decomposed into its diagonal and another upper triangular matrix with 1 entries on the
main diagonal.
If pi : K → U(H) is a representation, then v ∈ H \ {0} is a highest weight vector for
B if [v] = [pi(b)v] for every b ∈ B or equivalently, v = pi(n)v for every n ∈ N and v is
an eigenvector of A. Let g ∈ G and let g = kan be its Iwasawa decomposition. Then
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[pi(g)v] = [pi(k)pi(an)v] = [pi(k)v], therefore g is in the stabilizer of [v] iff k = k(g) is in the
stabilizer.
Let it∗+ ⊆ ik∗ be the closure of the dominant Weyl chamber, using an Ad-equivariant
inner product to identify it∗ with a subspace of ik∗. Then every coadjoint orbit in ik∗
intersects it∗+ in a unique point. For x ∈ ik∗ let Kx ≤ K be the stabilizer subgroup with
respect to the coadjoint action. Writing x = h · x0 with x0 ∈ it∗+ and h ∈ K, the subgroup
of G generated by Kx and hBh
−1 is a parabolic subgroup and its intersection with K is
Kx.
2.4 Positive operator valued measures
Let (X,X ) be a measurable space and H a Hilbert space. A positive operator valued
measure is a σ-additive map E : X → B(H) such that E(A) ≥ 0 for every A ∈ X ,
E(X) = I.
We will construct positive operator valued measures in the following way. Let µ0 be a
measure on (X,X ) and let f : X → B(H) be a function that is measurable, its values are
(µ0-almost everywhere) positive operators and∫
X
f dµ0 = I. (11)
Then
E(A) =
∫
A
f dµ0 (12)
defines a positive operator valued measure, which will be denoted fµ0.
Given a state ρ ∈ S(H) and a positive operator valued measure E : X → B(H) we
can form a probability measure µ : X → [0, 1] as µ(A) = TrE(A)ρ. In particular, when
E = fµ0 with µ0 and f as above, then
µ(A) =
∫
A
Tr(f(x)ρ) dµ0(x). (13)
3 Moment map estimation
In this section we define precisely our estimation scheme (Section 3.1) and prove our main
results, a large deviation principle and a law of large numbers for the induced measures.
The proofs are divided into separate sections: in Section 3.2 we introduce an action of G
on ik∗ as well as a function (Definitions 3.2 and 3.5) which encode the G-actions on the
highest weight orbits of irreducible K-representations and extend them in a continuous and
scale-equivariant way; in Section 3.3 we present various expressions for the rate function
and prove that it is a good rate function; Proposition 3.24 in Section 3.4 proves part (i)
of Theorem 1.1; Section 3.5 contains the proof of Theorem 1.2; part (ii) of Theorem 1.1 is
proved in Section 3.6.
From now on K will be an arbitrary but fixed compact connected Lie group, B a Borel
subgroup of its complexificatin G, pi : K → U(H) a finite dimensional representation and
ρ ∈ S(H). In this generality we can prove a large deviation upper bound and a law of large
numbers, whereas for the matching lower bound we will make the additional assumption
supp ρ = H.
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3.1 The measurements
Let Hλ be an irreducible representation of K with highest weight λ. The orbit of the
highest weight ray in PHλ has a unique K-invariant probability measure νλ. Every rep-
resentation K → U(K) can be decomposed as
K =
⊕
λ
Hλ ⊗HomK(Hλ,K), (14)
where the sum is over the integral weights in it∗+. We define pλ,K : PHλ → B(Hλ ⊗
HomK(Hλ,K)) ⊆ B(K) to be the function which sends the equivalence class of the unit
vector v to |v〉〈v| ⊗ idHomK(Hλ,K). With the notation of Section 2.4, we take X to be the
orbit of the highest weight ray with its Borel σ-algebra as X , the probability measure νλ
plays the role of µ0 and (dimHλ)pλ,K is the measurable function f . Thus (dimHλ)pλ,Kνλ
is a B(Hλ ⊗HomK(Hλ,K))-valued POVM.
Next we glue these together into a POVM on ik∗ by taking the pushforward and
summing over the isomorphism classes of irreducible representations. Let Jλ : PHλ → ik∗
be the map as in Section 2.2. We define the positive operator valued measure
EK =
∑
λ
(Jλ)∗((dimHλ)pλ,Kνλ). (15)
For every m ∈ N, EH⊗m corresponds to a measurement that can be performed on m
copies of the state ρ, with values in ik∗. As we will see, the typical values behave in an
extensive way. For this reason we will include a 1m rescaling in the probability measures.
Explicitly, for Borel sets A ⊆ ik∗ we define
µm(A) = Tr ρ
⊗mEH⊗m(mA)
=
∑
λ
dim(Hλ)
∫
J−1λ (mA)
Tr ρ⊗mpλ,H⊗m([vλ]) dνλ([vλ]).
(16)
3.2 Extension of the coadjoint action
The aim of this section is to define a continuous action of G on ik∗ such that the restriction
of Jλ to the highest weight orbit is G-equivariant for every dominant weight λ, and the
action commutes with scaling by nonnegative real numbers.
Consider an irreducible representation piλ : K → U(Hλ) and let vλ be a highest weight
vector of norm 1. The K-orbit of [vλ] is G-invariant (since B fixes [vλ]). While the action
of K keeps the norm fixed, elements of G will change the norm. For g ∈ G and an element
|h · vλ〉〈h · vλ| in the orbit, let us write gh = kan for the Iwasawa decomposition. We have
piλ(g) |h · vλ〉〈h · vλ|piλ(g)∗ = piλ(gh) |vλ〉〈vλ|piλ(gh)∗
= piλ(kan) |vλ〉〈vλ|piλ(kan)∗
= piλ(ka) |vλ〉〈vλ|piλ(ka)∗
= e2〈λ,α(gh)〉piλ(k) |vλ〉〈vλ|piλ(k)∗
= e2〈λ,α(gh)〉 |k(gh) · vλ〉〈k(gh) · vλ| ,
(17)
in the last line emphasizing the dependence k = k(gh).
The restriction of Jλ to K · [vλ] is injective and K-equivariant, therefore we can use it
to define a G-action on K · λ = Jλ(K · [vλ]) and the constant factor in eq. (17) gives rise
to a function (g, h · λ) 7→ 2〈λ, α(gh)〉 on K · λ.
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For different representations these actions and functions are additive in the sense
that k(gh) · (λ1 + λ2) = k(gh) · λ1 + k(gh) · λ2 and 2〈λ1 + λ2, α(gh)〉 = 2〈λ1, α(gh)〉 +
2〈λ2, α(gh)〉. This is a consequence of the fact that piλ1 ⊗ piλ2 has an irreducible sub-
representation isomorphic to piλ1+λ2 and vλ1 ⊗ vλ2 is a highest weight vector for this
subrepresentation.
In what follows we extend both the G-actions and the functions giving the constant
factor to ik∗ in a continuous way. The extensions will still be additive in the above sense
(i.e. on h · it∗+ for every h ∈ K) as well as positively homogeneous of degree 1. Note that
there is at most one such extension since the positive Weyl chamber is the cone generated
by the dominant weights. For the action, the only possibility is that g maps h · x0 to
k(gh) · x0 when h ∈ K and x0 ∈ it∗+. The next proposition shows that this is indeed well
defined and determines an action of G on ik∗
Proposition 3.1.
(i) Let x = h1 · x0 = h2 · x0 and g ∈ G. Then k(gh1) · x0 = k(gh2) · x0.
(ii) Let g1, g2 ∈ G, h ∈ K. Then k(g2g1h) = k(g2k(g1h))
Proof.
(i) Let k1a1n1 = gh1 and k2a2n2 = gh2 be the Iwasawa decompositions. Then
k−12 k1 = (gh2n
−1
2 a
−1
2 )
−1gh1n−11 a
−1
1
= a2n2h
−1
2 g
−1gh1n−11 a
−1
1
= a2n2h
−1
2 h1n
−1
1 a
−1
1 .
(18)
Since h−12 h1 ∈ Kx0 , the product is in the subgroup generated by B and Kx0 . This is
a parabolic subgroup whose intersection with K is Kx0 , therefore k
−1
2 k1 ∈ Kx0 , i.e.
k1 · x0 = k2 · x0.
(ii) Let g1h = k1a1n1 and g2k1 = k2a2n2 be the Iwasawa decompositions (so k1 = k(g1h)
and k2 = k(g2k1) = k(g2k(g1h))). Then
g2g1h = k2a2n2k
−1
1 k1a1n1 = k2a2a1(a
−1
1 n2a1)n1. (19)
The last two factors are in N since A normalizes N , therefore k2 = k(g2g1h).
This proposition justifies the following definition and also shows that it defines an
action of G on ik∗. Notice that we use the same notation for the newly introduced map
as for the (complexified) coadjoint action of K. This will not lead to a confusion as the
two agree on K.
Definition 3.2. We define a map G× ik∗ → ik∗, (g, x) 7→ g · x as follows. Let x = h · x0
with x0 ∈ it∗+ and h ∈ K (coadjoint action). Then we set g · x := k(gh) · x0.
By construction, the restriction of Jλ to the highest weight orbit is G-equivariant for
every dominant weight λ.
For x ∈ ik∗ we will denote by Gx the stabilizer subgroup with respect to this action.
If x = h · x0 with x0 ∈ it∗+ and h ∈ K then Gx is the (parabolic) subgroup generated by
Kx and hBh
−1 and satisfies Gx ∩K = Kx.
Since the G-action is defined in terms of the K-action, the G-orbits and the K-orbits
are clearly the same. On the other hand, for general x, x′ ∈ ik∗ the orbits Kx · x′ and
Gx · x′ are not the same. We will need the following condition for equality.
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that x, x′ ∈ h · it∗+ for some h ∈ K. Then Kx · x′ = Gx · x′. In
particular, for every x ∈ h · it∗+ there is a neighbourhood in h · it∗ where the orbits under
Kx and Gx agree.
Proof. It is clear that Kx · x′ ⊆ Gx · x′ since Kx ≤ Gx. For the other direction, let
x0 = h
−1 · x and x′0 = h−1 · x′ (so x0, x′0 ∈ it∗+) and let g ∈ Gx. We have
g · x′ = k(gh) · x′0 = hk(h−1gh)h−1h · x′0 = hk(h−1gh)h−1 · x′. (20)
We have h−1gh ∈ Gx0 , therefore k(h−1gh) ∈ Kx0 (since B fixes x0). This implies
hk(h−1gh)h−1 ∈ Kx, so g · x′ ∈ Kx · x′.
The second statement follows from the fact that a sufficiently small neighbourhood of
x in h · it∗ only intersects those Weyl chambers whose closure contains x, and these can
be moved into h · it∗+ with an element of Kx.
We turn to the constant factor in (17). Again, there is at most one extension, which
should map (g, h · x0) to e2〈x0,α(gh)〉 and our next goal is to verify that this is well defined.
Lemma 3.4. Let x0 ∈ it∗+, g ∈ G and u ∈ Kx0. Then 〈x0, α(g)〉 = 〈x0, α(gu)〉.
In particular, if h1, h2 ∈ K such that x = h1 · x0 = h2 · x0 then 〈x0, α(gh1)〉 =
〈x0, α(gh2)〉.
Proof. Kx0 is generated by T and the infinitesimal generators k∩ (gω +g−ω) where ω ∈ ik∗
are those simple roots which are orthogonal to x0 (with respect to any Ad-invariant inner
product) and gω is the corresponding root space.
Let u ∈ T . T normalizes N and commutes with A, therefore if g = kan is the
Iwasawa decomposition of g, then gu = kua(u−1nu) is the Iwasawa decomposition of gu,
so α(gu) = α(g).
Let η ∈ gω. We wish to know how the α-component of g changes under right multipli-
cation in the direction of η. The Iwasawa decomposition gives a diffeomorphism between
K ×A×N and G, therefore there exist uniquely ξ ∈ k, β ∈ a and ν ∈ n such that
d
ds
k exp(α)n exp(sη)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
=
d
ds
k exp(sξ) exp(α+ sβ)n exp(sν)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
, (21)
where g = k exp(α)n. Let Lg : G→ G be the left translation by g and TeLg its derivative
at the identity. We calculate both sides of the above equation as
(TeLg)η = (TeLg)
[
Adn−1 exp(−α) ξ + Adn−1 β + ν
]
. (22)
From this we read off Adexp(α)n η = ξ + Adexp(α) β + Adexp(α)n ν = ξ + β + Adexp(α)n ν
since A acts trivially on a. This is the Iwasawa decomposition (on the Lie-algebra level),
since Adexp(α)n ν ∈ n (we use that A normalizes N), therefore β = ddsα(g exp(sη))
∣∣
s=0
is
the a-component of the Iwasawa decomposition of Adexp(α)n η. We have
Adexp(α)n η ∈ gω ⊕
⊕
δ
[gδ, gω] ⊆ gω ⊕
⊕
δ
gδ+ω, (23)
where the sum is over the positive roots. If ω is positive then the a-component vanishes,
whereas if −ω is a simple positive root then the a-component is in [g−ω, gω]. But this
subspace is annihilated by x0 if ω is orthogonal to x0.
For the second statement, note that the condition h1 · x0 = h2 · x0 is equivalent to
x0 = h
−1
1 h2 · x0, i.e. h−11 h2 ∈ Kx0 . Using the first part with gh1 and u = h−11 h2 we get
〈x0, α(gh1)〉 = 〈x0, α(gh1h−11 h2)〉 = 〈x0, α(gh2)〉 as claimed.
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This justifies the following definition.
Definition 3.5. For x ∈ ik∗ we define the map χx : G → (0,∞) as follows. If x = h · x0
(with h ∈ K and x0 ∈ it∗+) and g ∈ G then we set
χx(g) = e
2〈x0,α(gh)〉. (24)
In terms of this map we may rewrite (17) as
piλ(g) |h · vλ〉〈h · vλ|piλ(g)∗ = χλ(g) |k(gh) · vλ〉〈k(gh) · vλ| . (25)
Proposition 3.6. The map χ is multiplicative in the following sense. If x ∈ ik∗ and
g1, g2 ∈ G, then
χx(g2g1) = χg1·x(g2)χx(g1). (26)
Proof. Write x = h · x0 with x0 ∈ ik∗ and h ∈ K. In the same way as in the proof of (ii)
in Proposition 3.1, if g1h = k1a1n1 and g2k(g1h) = g2k1 = k2a2n2 then the A-component
of g2g1h is a2a1, therefore
α(g2g1h) = α(g2k(g1h)) + α(g1h). (27)
Using this we compute
χx(g2g1) = e
2〈x0,α(g2g1h)〉
= e2〈x0,α(g2k(g1h))+α(g1h)〉
= e2〈x0,α(g2k(g1h))〉e2〈x0,α(g1h)〉
= χg1·x(g2)χx(g1).
(28)
In particular, the restriction of χx toGx is a one dimensional character. From χx(e) = 1
and multiplicativity it follows that χx(g
−1) = χg−1·x(g)−1.
Proposition 3.7. Let K act on the space ik∗ × G as k · (x, g) = (k · x, gk−1). Then
χ : ik∗ ×G→ R is continuous and invariant.
Proof. Consider the closed set it∗+ × G ⊆ ik∗ × G. On this set the function simplifies to
(x, g) 7→ 2〈x, α(g)〉 =: ϕ(x, g), which is continuous. If (x0, g) ∈ it∗+ × G and k ∈ K such
that k · (x0, g) ∈ it∗+ ×G, then x0 = k · x0, i.e. k ∈ Kx0 , therefore by Lemma 3.4 we have
ϕ(k · (x0, g)) = ϕ(x0, gk−1) = 2〈x0, α(gk−1)〉 = 2〈x0, α(g)〉 = ϕ(x0, g). (29)
Since K · (it∗+ ×G) = ik∗ × G, there is a unique K-invariant extension, continuous by
[Bre72, 3.3. Theorem in Chapter I]. To see that this extension is χ we need to verify that
χ is K-invariant. Let x0 ∈ it∗+, k, h ∈ K, x = h · x0 and g ∈ G. Then
χk·x(gk−1) = χkh·x0(gk
−1) = e2〈x0,α(gk
−1kh)〉 = e2〈x0,α(gh)〉 = χx(g). (30)
We conclude this section with a closely related real valued map on ik∗× ik that can be
viewed as a non-bilinear modification of the duality pairing, and reduces to it when K is
abelian. This map will appear in one of the equivalent expressions for the rate function
below.
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Definition 3.8. We define a map (·, ·)K : ik∗ × ik→ R as follows. Let x ∈ ik∗ and ξ ∈ ik.
Write x = h · x0 where h ∈ K and x0 ∈ it∗+, and set
(x, ξ)K = − lnχx(exp(−ξ/2)) = −2〈x0, α
(
exp
(−h−1 · ξ/2))〉. (31)
Example 3.9. Let K = SU(2). Then isu(2) and its dual can be identified with the space
of traceless hermitian 2× 2 matrices. Let x and ξ be such matrices. Then
(x, ξ)K = −2 ‖x‖∞ ln
[
cosh ‖ξ‖∞ −
Trxξ
2 ‖x‖∞ ‖ξ‖∞
sinh ‖ξ‖∞
]
. (32)
3.3 Rate function and some properties
We now give the definition of the rate function appearing in Theorem 1.1, then we prove
its equivalence with several other expressions.
Definition 3.10. For ρ ≥ 0 (not necessarily normalized), we define the function Iρ : ik∗ →
(−∞,∞] as
Iρ(x) = sup
g∈G
− lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g). (33)
Proposition 3.11. Let x = h · x0 with x0 ∈ it∗+ and h ∈ K. Then
Iρ(x) = sup
g∈Gx
lnχx(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g) (34a)
= sup
b∈hBh−1
lnχx(b)− ln Trpi(b)∗ρpi(b) (34b)
= sup
α∈a
sup
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(n)∗pi(expα/2)pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(expα/2)pi(n) (34c)
= sup
α∈a
sup
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(expα/2)pi(n)∗pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(n)pi(expα/2) (34d)
= sup
ξ∈ik
(x, ξ)K − lnZρ(ξ) (34e)
where
Zρ(ξ) = Tr ρpi(exp ξ). (35)
Proof. χx is multiplicative on Gx, therefore − lnχx(g−1) = lnχx(g) for g ∈ Gx. From
this equality and G ≥ Gx ≥ hBh−1 = hANh−1hTh−1 = hNAh−1hTh−1 we obtain the
inequalitites
Iρ(x) ≥ sup
g∈Gx
lnχx(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
≥ sup
b∈hBh−1
lnχx(b)− ln Trpi(b)∗ρpi(b)
= sup
α∈a
sup
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(n)∗pi(expα/2)pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(expα/2)pi(n)
= sup
α∈a
sup
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(expα/2)pi(n)∗pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(n)pi(expα/2).
(36)
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For ξ ∈ ik let exp(−h−1 · ξ/2) = k0a0n0 be the Iwasawa decomposition. Let α ∈ a
such that exp(−α/2) = a0 and n = n−10 . Then
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(expα/2)pi(n)∗pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(n)pi(expα/2)
= −2〈x0, α(exp(−h−1 · ξ/2))〉 − ln Trpi(a−10 )pi(n−10 )∗pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(n−10 )pi(a−10 )
= (x, ξ)K − ln Tr ρpi(h)pi(n−10 )pi(a−10 )pi(k−10 )pi(k−10 )∗pi(a−10 )pi(n−10 )∗pi(h)∗
= (x, ξ)K − ln Tr ρpi(h)pi(k0a0n0)−1pi(k0a0n0)−1∗pi(h)∗
= (x, ξ)K − ln Tr ρpi(h) exp(h−1 · ξ)pi(h)∗
= (x, ξ)K − ln Tr ρpi(exp(ξ))
= (x, ξ)K − lnZρ(ξ),
(37)
where we used that (k0a0n0)
∗ = k0a0n0. Therefore
sup
α∈a
sup
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(expα/2)pi(n)∗pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(n)pi(expα/2)
≥ sup
ξ∈ik
(x, ξ)K − lnZρ(ξ). (38)
For g ∈ G we have gg∗ ∈ P , therefore there is a unique ξ ∈ ik such that gg∗ = exp ξ.
Let g = pu be the polar decomposition with p = exp(ξ/2) and u ∈ K. Then
(x, ξ)K − lnZρ(ξ) = − lnχx(exp(−ξ/2))− ln Tr ρpi(exp(ξ))
= − lnχx(p−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
= − lnχx(ug−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
= − lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g),
(39)
in the last step using that χx is invariant under left multiplication with elements of K (as
u only contributes to the K-component). Therefore
sup
ξ∈ik
(x, ξ)K − lnZρ(ξ) ≥ sup
g∈G
− lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g) = Iρ(x). (40)
Remark 3.12. When K = U(1)d, then (35) reduces to the moment generating function
and (·, ·)K becomes the usual pairing between a vector space and its dual. Therefore (34e)
can be viewed as a nonabelian generalisation of the Legendre–Fenchel transform of the
logarithmic moment generating function.
The following lemma shows that the supremum over N in (34c) and (34d) can be
replaced with a maximum as long as we first optimize over N and then over a.
Lemma 3.13. Let N be a unipotent algebraic group, pi : N → GL(H) a representation on
a finite dimensional Hilbert space and ρ ∈ S(H). Then the function n 7→ Trpi(n)∗ρpi(n)
has a minimum.
Proof. N˜ := pi(N)∗ is also a unipotent algebraic group. Let ψ ∈ H⊗Cd be a purification
of ρ and consider the representation n˜ 7→ n˜ ⊗ I of N˜ . By [Ste06, Proposition of 2.5] the
orbit of ψ under this action is closed. Therefore there is a vector in the orbit of minimal
length. The claim follows since Tr n˜ρn˜∗ = ‖(n˜⊗ I)ψ‖2.
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Example 3.14 (Duffield, [Duf90, Theorem 2.1.]). Let K be arbitrary compact connected,
pi : K → U(H) irreducible and ρ = IdimH . Then
Iρ(h · x0) = sup
α∈a
max
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(n)∗pi(expα/2)pi(h)∗ I
dimHpi(h)pi(expα/2)pi(n)
= sup
α∈a
max
n∈N
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(n)
∗pi(expα)pi(n)
dimH .
(41)
The maximum over n is attained at n = e, as can be seen by computing the trace in a
basis where Tepi(α) is diagonal and pi(N) consists of upper triangular matrices with 1 on
their diagonals. The formula is K-invariant, therefore the infimum over K in (6) can be
omitted, leading to the formula
I˜ρ(x0) = Iρ(h · x0) = sup
α∈a
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(expα)
dimH . (42)
The character Trpi(·) is K-invariant and 〈x0, α〉 is maximal within the K-orbit of α when
α is in the image of the dominant Weyl chamber under the identification of it with it∗ via
an invariant inner product. Therefore the supremum can be restricted to this subset of a.
Example 3.15 (Ceg la–Lewis–Raggio, [CLR88]). Let K = SU(2), pi : K → U(C2j+1)
a spin-j irreducible representation and ρ = I2j+1 . In this case it
∗
+ ' [0,∞) and a ' R.
Specializing (42) to this case we get
I˜ρ(x0) = ln(2j + 1) + sup
α∈a
〈x0, α〉 − ln Trpi(expα)
= ln(2j + 1) + sup
α≥0
x0α− ln
j∑
l=−j
exp(lα)
= ln(2j + 1) + sup
α≥0
x0α− ln
sinh (2j+1)α2
sinh α2
.
(43)
Example 3.16 (Crame´r, [Cra38]). Let K = U(1)d and pi : K → U(H) a finite dimen-
sional unitary representation. Let ρ be arbitrary and write rn = TrPnρ where Pn is the
orthogonal projection corresponding to the irreducible representation labelled by n ∈ Zd (see
Example 2.5). If X1, X2, . . . , Xm are independent and identically distributed discrete vec-
tor random variables that take the value n with probability rn, then µm is the distribution
of 1m(X1 +X2 + · · ·+Xm).
To compute the rate function we use pi(expα) =
∑
n∈Zd e
〈n,α〉Pn:
Iρ(x) = sup
α∈Rd
〈x, α〉 − ln
∑
n∈Zd
rne
〈n,α〉, (44)
which is the Legendre–Fenchel transform of the logarithm of the moment generating func-
tion of Xi.
Example 3.17 (Keyl, [Key06, Theorem 3.2]). Let K = U(d), pi the identity map (the stan-
dard representation on Cd) and ρ an arbitrary state. Let us first minimize Trpi(n)∗σpi(n)
over n ∈ N . With N the set of upper triangular unipotent matrices (see Example 2.8), it
is possible to choose n in such a way that pi(n)∗σpi(n) is diagonal. As in Example 3.14,
this is where the minimum is attained. To find the diagonal entries, note that the prin-
cipal minors are invariant under this action of N . If pmj(σ) denotes the determinant of
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the upper left j × j submatrix of σ (with the convention pm0(σ) = 1), then the resulting
diagonal matrix is
pm1(σ)
pm0(σ)
0 · · · 0
0 pm2(σ)pm1(σ)
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 pmd(σ)pmd−1(σ) .
 (45)
Let α1, . . . , αd ∈ R and x0,1, . . . , x0,d ∈ R be the diagonal entries of α ∈ a ' Rd and
x0 ∈ it∗+. With σ = pi(exp(α/2))pi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(exp(α/2)) the rate function formula (34c)
becomes
Iρ(h · x0) = sup
α∈Rd
〈x0, α〉 − ln
d∑
i=1
eαi
pmi(pi(h)
∗ρpi(h))
pmi−1(pi(h)∗ρpi(h))
(46)
The supremum can be found by differentiation, which gives
Iρ(h · x0) =

d∑
i=1
[
x0,i lnx0,i − x0,i
(
ln
pmi(pi(h)
∗ρpi(h))
pmi−1(pi(h)∗ρpi(h))
)]
if x0,1 + · · ·+ x0,d = 1
and ∀i : x0,i ≥ 0
∞ otherwise.
(47)
Using the contraction principle one recovers the result of Keyl and Werner [KW01] by
the same reasoning as in [Key06, Proof of Lemma 4.15].
Example 3.18. Let K = U(d1) × U(d2), pi : K → U(Cd1 ⊗ Cd2) the tensor product of
the standard representations and let ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| be a pure state. We identify ψ with a
d1 × d2 matrix. Under this identification, the action of K becomes left multiplication with
the first unitary and right multiplication with the transpose of the second one. Similarly
as before, we choose N to be group of pairs of upper triangular unipotent matrices. Let
x1,0, α1 ∈ Rd1, x2,0, α2 ∈ Rd2, identified with diagonal matrices of sizes d1×d1 and d2×d2
and with x1,0 and x2,0 nonincreasing. For (h1, h2) ∈ K, the pair (h1 · x1,0, h2 · x2,0) can
be viewed as an element of ik. As in Example 3.17, the supremum over (n1, n2) ∈ N in
(34c) is attained when n∗1 exp(α1/2)h∗1ψh2 exp(α2/2)n2 is diagonal, and the diagonal form
can be determined using the invariance of the principal minors under the N -action. The
rate function is therefore
I|ψ〉〈ψ|(h1 · x1,0, h2 · x2,0) = sup
α1∈Rd1
α2∈Rd2
〈x1,0, α1〉+ 〈x2,0, α2〉
− ln
min{d1,d2}∑
i=1
eα1,i+α2,i
∣∣∣∣∣ pmi(h∗1ψh2)pmi−1(h∗1ψh2)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (48)
The supremum is infinite if x1,0 differs from x2,0 up to trailing zeros, or any of the entires
is negative, or if the vectors do not sum to one. Otherwise it evaluates to
I|ψ〉〈ψ|(h1 · x0, h2 · x0) =
min{d1,d2}∑
i=1
x0,i lnx0,i − x0,i ln
∣∣∣∣∣ pmi(h∗1ψh2)pmi−1(h∗1ψh2)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 (49)
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Next we prove some properties of Iρ.
Proposition 3.19. Iρ(x) is lower semicontinuous.
Proof. Iρ(x) is the supremum of the family of continuous functions x 7→ − lnχx(g−1) −
ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g), hence lower semicontinuous.
Proposition 3.20. Let ρ ∈ S(H). Iρ(x) ≥ 0 for every x ∈ ik∗ and if x 6= J(ρ) then
Iρ(x) > 0.
Proof. Since e ∈ Gx,
Iρ(x) = sup
g∈Gx
lnχx(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
≥ lnχx(e)− ln Trpi(e)∗ρpi(e)
= − ln Tr ρ = 0.
(50)
Gx is a smooth manifold, the expression lnχx(g)−ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g) is a smooth function
of g ∈ Gx and is zero for g = e. It follows that if e is not a critical point then the supremum
is strictly positive. The tangent space decomposes as TeGx = TeKx⊕(h · a)⊕(h · n) where
h ∈ K is any element such that x = h · x0, x0 ∈ it∗+.
Let β ∈ h · a. Then
d
ds
lnχx(exp sβ)− ln Trpi(exp sβ)∗ρpi(exp sβ)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= 2〈x0, h−1 · β〉 − TrTepi(β)ρ+ ρTepi(β)
Tr ρ
= 2〈x, β〉 − 2〈J(ρ), β〉. (51)
Let ν ∈ h · n. Then
d
ds
lnχx(exp sν)− ln Trpi(exp sν)∗ρpi(exp sν)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= −TrTepi(ν)ρ+ ρTepi(ν)
Tr ρ
= −2〈J(ρ), ν〉. (52)
If e is a critical point then both derivatives vanish for every β and ν, thus J(ρ) and x
agree on h · b. Since they both vanish on k, this means x = J(ρ).
Recall that the domain of an extended real valued function f : X → (−∞,∞] is the
set dom f = {x ∈ X|f(x) <∞}. We now show that the domain of the rate function is
precompact.
Proposition 3.21. Let ∆ ⊆ it∗ be the convex hull of the set of weights appearing in the
decomposition of H with respect to the action of T . Then for every x /∈ K ·∆ we have
Iρ(x) =∞.
Proof. Suppose that x /∈ K ·∆ and write x = h · x0 with x0 ∈ it∗+, h ∈ K. Since ∆
is compact and convex, there is a hyperplane in it∗ separating ∆ and x0, so there is an
element β ∈ t such that 〈x0, β〉 > maxx′∈∆ 〈x′, β〉.
We use (34a) and that Gx contains hAh
−1, therefore for any s ∈ R we have
Iρ(x) ≥ lnχx(h exp(sβ)h−1)− ln Trpi(h exp(sβ)h−1)∗ρpi(h exp(sβ)h−1)
= 2〈x0, sβ〉 − ln Trpi(h)∗ρpi(h)pi(exp(2sβ))
≥ 2〈x0, sβ〉 −max
x′∈∆
〈x′, 2sβ〉
= 2s
(
〈x0, β〉 −max
x′∈∆
〈x′, β〉
)
.
(53)
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The coefficient of s is strictly positive, therefore letting s→∞ shows that Iρ(x) =∞.
Proposition 3.22. Let ρ, σ ≥ 0 and p ≥ 0 such that ρ ≤ pσ. For every x ∈ ik∗ we have
Iρ(x) ≥ Iσ(x)− ln p. (54)
In particular, if supp ρ ≤ suppσ then dom Iρ ⊆ dom Iσ.
Proof.
Iρ(x) = sup
g∈G
− lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
≥ sup
g∈G
− lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗pσpi(g)
≥ sup
g∈G
− lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗σpi(g)− ln p = Iσ(x)− ln p.
(55)
The second statement follows since supp ρ ≤ suppσ iff ρ ≤ pσ for some p > 0 (this uses
dimH <∞).
Proposition 3.23. Suppose that ρ ∈ S(H) is an invertible state. Then dom Iρ = dom II
(the rate function for the identity operator I) is K-invariant and the restriction of Iρ to
K · relint(it∗+ ∩ dom Iρ) is continuous.
Proof. The statement on the domain is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.22 and
supp ρ = H = supp I, invariance of I and thus of II .
We prove continuity. Let f : K × relint(it∗+ ∩ dom Iρ) → R be defined as f(h, x0) =
Iρ(h · x0) = Ipi(h)∗ρpi(h)(x0). For every fixed h the function f(h, ·) is convex, as it is the
supremum of a family of affine functions (see e.g. (34c)).
Let η ∈ k and ρs = pi(exp sη)∗ρpi(exp sη), and for ξ ∈ ik let Fξ(s) = lnZρs(ξ) =
ln Tr ρspi(exp ξ). Then
F ′ξ(s) =
Tr[ρs, Tepi(η)]pi(exp ξ)
Tr ρspi(exp ξ)
. (56)
From
ρ−1/2s [ρs, Tepi(η)]ρ
−1/2
s ≤
∥∥∥ρ−1/2s [ρs, Tepi(η)]ρ−1/2s ∥∥∥∞ I
=
∥∥∥ρ1/2s Tepi(η)ρ−1/2s − ρ−1/2s Tepi(η)ρ1/2s ∥∥∥∞
≤ 2
∥∥∥ρ1/2s ∥∥∥∞ ∥∥∥ρ−1/2s ∥∥∥∞ ‖Tepi(η)‖∞
= 2
∥∥∥ρ1/2∥∥∥
∞
∥∥∥ρ−1/2∥∥∥
∞
‖Tepi(η)‖∞
(57)
we infer [ρs, Tepi(η)] ≤ 2
∥∥ρ1/2∥∥∞ ∥∥ρ−1/2∥∥∞ ‖Tepi(η)‖∞ ρs. Since pi(exp ξ) ≥ 0, we have
lnZpi(η)∗ρpi(η)(ξ)− lnZρ(ξ) = Fξ(1)− Fξ(0)
=
∫ 1
0
F ′ξ(s) ds
=
∫ 1
0
Tr[ρs, Tepi(η)]pi(exp ξ)
Tr ρspi(exp ξ)
ds
≤ 2
∥∥∥ρ1/2∥∥∥
∞
∥∥∥ρ−1/2∥∥∥
∞
‖Tepi(η)‖∞ .
(58)
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Using this we get
f(exp(η), x0) = Ipi(exp(η))∗ρpi(exp(η))(x0)
= sup
ξ∈ik
(x0, ξ)K − lnZpi(η)∗ρpi(η)(ξ)
≤ sup
ξ∈ik
(x0, ξ)K − lnZρ(ξ) + 2
∥∥∥ρ1/2∥∥∥
∞
∥∥∥ρ−1/2∥∥∥
∞
‖Tepi(η)‖∞
= Iρ(x0) + 2
∥∥∥ρ1/2∥∥∥
∞
∥∥∥ρ−1/2∥∥∥
∞
‖Tepi(η)‖∞
= f(e, x0) + 2
∥∥∥ρ1/2∥∥∥
∞
∥∥∥ρ−1/2∥∥∥
∞
‖Tepi(η)‖∞ .
(59)
The same reasoning applies to pi(h)∗ρpi(h) instead of ρ as well, with the same constant,
therefore f(·, x0) is continuous on K for every x0.
By [Roc70, Theorem 10.7], f is jointly continuous. Let H denote the common stabilizer
subgroup of the points of relint(it∗+ ∩ dom Iρ), and consider the right action of H on
K by translations. f is invariant with respect to this action, therefore descends to a
continuous function f˜ on K ×H relint(it∗+ ∩ dom Iρ), which is homeomorphically mapped
to K · relint(it∗+ ∩ dom Iρ). Under this homeomorphism f˜ corresponds to the restriction
of Iρ to K · relint(it∗+ ∩ dom Iρ), which is therefore continuous.
3.4 Upper bound
We are in a position to prove the upper bound part of the large deviation principle. We
prove a stronger statement involving any measurable set instead of only closed ones.
Proposition 3.24 (Large deviation upper bound). Let F ⊆ ik∗ be a measurable set and
m ∈ N. Then
µm(F ) ≤ (m+ 1)dimH(dimH+1)/2e−m infx∈F Iρ(x), (60)
therefore
lim sup
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(F ) ≤ − inf
x∈F
Iρ(x). (61)
Proof. Recall that (16) expresses µm(F ) as a sum of integrals:
µm(F ) =
∑
λ
dim(Hλ)
∫
J−1λ (mF )
Tr ρ⊗mpλ,H⊗m([vλ]) dνλ([vλ]). (62)
For any x = 1mJλ([vλ]) = h · x0 and g ∈ G we can estimate the integrand using (25) as
Tr ρ⊗mpλ,pi⊗m([vλ]) = Trpi⊗m(g)∗ρ⊗mpi⊗m(g)pi⊗m(g−1)pλ,pi⊗m([vλ])pi⊗m(g−1)∗
= Trpi⊗m(g)∗ρ⊗mpi⊗m(g)χmx(g−1)pλ,pi⊗m([k(g−1h) · vλ])
≤ χmx(g−1) Trpi⊗m(g)∗ρ⊗mpi⊗m(g)
=
(
χx(g
−1) Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
)m
= e−m(− lnχx(g
−1)−ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)).
(63)
We take the infimum over g and then bound from above by the supremum over x ∈ F :
Tr ρ⊗mpλ,pi⊗m([vλ]) ≤ e−mIρ(x) ≤ e−m infx∈F Iρ(x). (64)
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Since νλ is a probability measure, this value is also an upper bound on each integral.
For the highest weights λ appearing in the decomposition of H⊗m we can estimate the
dimension as dimHλ ≤ (m + 1)dimH(dimH−1)/2. This can be seen by first decomposing
into U(H)-isotypic components (which are also K-invariant subspaces) and then into K-
isotypic ones and using the dimension formula for U(H)-representations corresponding to
partitions of m into at most dimH parts.
It remains to bound the number of isomorphism classes of K-representations appearing
in H⊗m. These are distinguished by their highest weights, so we get an upper bound by
counting the total number of different weights. The weights of H⊗m are sums of m weights
from H (with multiplicity), therefore their number is upper bounded by (m+ 1)dimH.
Combining these estimates we get
µm(F ) ≤
∑
λ
dim(Hλ)
∫
J−1λ (mF )
e− infx∈F Iρ(x) dνλ([vλ])
≤
∑
λ
(m+ 1)dimH(dimH−1)/2e− infx∈F Iρ(x)
≤ (m+ 1)dimH(m+ 1)dimH(dimH−1)/2e− infx∈F Iρ(x)
= (m+ 1)dimH(dimH+1)/2e− infx∈F Iρ(x).
(65)
as claimed.
In particular, Proposition 3.24 implies part (i) of Theorem 1.1.
3.5 Law of large numbers
As an application of the upper bound (Proposition 3.24) we now show that the measures
µm converge weakly to the Dirac measure located at the value of the moment map.
Proposition 3.25. Let C ⊆ ik∗ closed. Then Iρ has a minimum on C.
Proof. Iρ is lower semicontinuous by Corollary 3.19 and infinite outside a compact set by
Proposition 3.21, therefore it has a minimum on C.
Corollary 3.26. Iρ(J(ρ)) = 0.
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.24 to the closed set C = ik∗, using that the infimum is attained
(Proposition 3.25):
0 = lim sup
m→∞
1
m
lnµ(ik∗) ≤ −min
x∈C
Iρ(x), (66)
therefore Iρ vanishes in at least one point. By Proposition 3.20 this is only possible for
x = J(ρ).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 3.25, Iρ has a minimum on the closed set ik
∗ \ O,
say at x. The condition J(ρ) ∈ O implies x 6= J(ρ), so Iρ(x) > 0 by Proposition 3.20.
From the upper bound (60) we get
lim inf
m→∞ µm(O) = lim infm→∞ (1− µm(ik
∗ \O))
≥ 1− lim sup
m→∞
(m+ 1)dimH(dimH+1)/2e−mIρ(x) = 1.
(67)
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3.6 Lower bound
For the lower bound we employ a variant of the “change of measure” or “exponential
tilting” technique [Cra38]. However, instead of multiplying the measures µm by a suitable
function, we replace ρ with (the normalized version of) an element in its G-orbit so that
we retain the form (16) and thus we can use Theorem 1.2.
The following lemma translates the rate of exponential decay of the probability of
an open set to the decay of the probability density on the rescaled integral orbits. This
equivalent characterisation will ease the comparison of the original and the tilted measures.
Lemma 3.27. Let O ⊆ ik∗ open. Then the limit limm→∞ 1m lnµm(O) exists and is equal
to
L = sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈O
1
m
ln Tr ρ⊗mpλ,pim(h · [vλ]), (68)
where m ∈ N>0, λ can be any dominant integral weight, h ∈ K, and [vλ] denotes the
highest weight ray in PHλ.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.24 we have µm(O) ≤ (m + 1)dimH(dimH+1)/2L,
which implies
lim sup
m→∞
1
m
µm(O) ≤ L. (69)
For the other direction, let  > 0, m0 ∈ N>0, h ∈ K, and λ0 a dominant integral weight
such that 1m0Jλ0(h · [vλ0 ]) ∈ O and 1m0 ln Tr ρ⊗mpλ0,pim0 (h · [vλ0 ]) ≥ L− , i.e.
Tr ρ⊗m0pλ0,pim0 (h · [vλ0 ]) ≥ em0(L−). (70)
By continuity, there is an open neighbourhood U ⊆ K of h such that for every h′ ∈ U the
inequality Tr ρ⊗m0pλ0,pim0 (h′ · [vλ0 ]) ≥ em0(L−2) holds and such that
1
m0
Jλ0(U · [vλ0 ]) ⊆ O. (71)
Let λ1 be a dominant integral weight such that ρ has nonzero overlap with the correspond-
ing isotypic projection of H. The map h 7→ Tr ρpλ1,pi(h · [vλ1 ]) (K → R) is analytic and
not identically zero, therefore it is nonzero on a dense open set. Let U ′ ⊆ U open such
that Tr ρpλ1,pi(h · [vλ1 ]) ≥ δ > 0 for all h ∈ U ′.
For m ∈ N let q = b mm0 c and r = m − qm0. The tensor product of highest weight
vectors is also a highest weight vector for the product representation and the weights are
added. For h ∈ U ′ and large m we have h · (qλ0 + rλ1) ∈ mO, therefore
µm(O) ≥ dim(Hqλ0+rλ1)
∫
U ′
Tr ρ⊗mpqλ0+rλ1,pi⊗m(h · [v⊗qλ0 ⊗ v⊗rλ1 ]) dν(h)
≥
∫
U ′
(
Tr ρ⊗m0pλ0,pi⊗m0 (h · [vλ0 ])
)q
(Tr ρpλ0,pi(h · [vλ1 ]))r dν(h)
≥ eqm0(L−2)δrν(U ′)
≥ em(L−2)δm0ν(U ′),
(72)
where ν is the Haar probability measure on K. This implies
lim inf
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O) ≥ lim inf
m→∞
1
m
(
m(L− 2) +m0 ln δ + ln ν(U ′)
)
= L− 2. (73)
This is true for every  > 0, therefore L is also a lower bound.
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The next proposition introduces the tilted measures and compares them with the
original one on open sets. We remark that, by the symmetry between ρ and ρ′, a similar
inequality holds in the reverse direction.
Proposition 3.28. Let g ∈ G, ρ′ = pi(g)∗ρpi(g)Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g) and O′ ⊆ ik open. Consider the measures
µ′m : A 7→ Tr(ρ′)⊗mEH⊗m(mA) (i.e. constructed as in (16) but with ρ′ instead of ρ). We
have the inequality
lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O
′) ≥ lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµ′m(g
−1 ·O′)− sup
y∈g−1·O′
[lnχy(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)] (74)
Proof. We use Lemma 3.27 for both µ′m and µm:
lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµ′m(g
−1 ·O′) = sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈g−1·O′
1
m
ln Tr ρ′⊗mpλ,pi⊗m(h · [vλ])
= sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈g−1·O′
1
m
ln Tr
(
pi(g)∗ρpi(g)
Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
)⊗m
pλ,pi⊗m(h · [vλ])
= sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈g−1·O′
1
m
ln Tr ρ⊗mpi(g)⊗mpλ,pi⊗m(h · [vλ])pi(g∗)⊗m
− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
= sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈g−1·O′
1
m
ln Tr ρ⊗mpλ,pi⊗m(k(gh) · [vλ])
+ lnχ λ
m
(gh)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
= sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈g−1·O′
1
m
ln Tr ρ⊗mpλ,pi⊗m(k(gh) · [vλ])
+ lnχh· λ
m
(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
≤ sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈g−1·O′
1
m
ln Tr ρ⊗mpλ,pi⊗m(k(gh) · [vλ])
+ sup
m,λ,h
h· λ
m
∈g−1·O′
lnχh· λ
m
(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
= lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O
′) + sup
y∈g−1·O′
lnχy(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g).
(75)
The fourth equality uses (25), while the last step uses that h · λm ∈ g−1 ·O′ if and only if
k(gh) · λm ∈ O′.
Proposition 3.29. Let g ∈ G and x = g · J
(
pi(g)∗ρpi(g)
Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
)
. Then for every open set
O ⊆ ik∗ such that x ∈ O the inequality
lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O) ≥ −Iρ(x) (76)
holds. In addition,
Iρ(x) = − lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g) <∞. (77)
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Proof. Let ρ′ = pi(g)
∗ρpi(g)
Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g) and x
′ = J(ρ′), and consider the measures µ′m as in Proposi-
tion 3.28. For any open set O′ such that x = g · x′ ∈ O′ ⊆ O we have
lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O) ≥ lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O
′)
≥ lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµ′m(g
−1 ·O′)− sup
y∈g−1·O′
[lnχy(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)]
= − sup
y∈g−1·O′
[lnχy(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)]
(78)
The first inequality follows from O′ ⊆ O, the second inequality uses Proposition 3.28, and
the equality is true by the law of large numbers (Theorem 1.2) using that x′ = J(ρ′) ∈
g−1 ·O′. Since G acts on ik∗ by homeomorphisms, g−1 ·O′ can be made arbitrarily small
by choosing O′ small. y 7→ χy(g) is continuous, therefore
lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O) ≥ − [lnχx′(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)]
= − [− lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)] . (79)
Apply this bound to the open ball Bδ(x) instead of O and let δ → 0:
Iρ(x) ≤ lim
δ→0
inf
y∈Bδ(x)
Iρ(y)
≤ lim
δ→0
− lim sup
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(Bδ(x))
≤ − lnχx(g−1)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
≤ Iρ(x).
(80)
Here the first inequality is lower semicontinuity (Corollary 3.19), the second inequality is
the large deviation upper bound (Proposition 3.24), the third inequality follows from (79)
and the last inequality holds by definition (Definition 3.10). This means that we have
equality everywhere.
Consider the set
Mρ =
{
g · J
(
pi(g)∗ρpi(g)
Trpi(g)∗ρpi(g)
)∣∣∣∣g ∈ G} . (81)
The statements of Proposition 3.29 can be rephrased as follows: for any open subset
O ⊆ ik∗ the lower bound
lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O) ≥ − inf
x∈O∩Mρ
Iρ(x) (82)
holds and Mρ ⊆ dom Iρ. We now show that Mρ is a dense subset of dom Iρ.
Proposition 3.30. Let x ∈ dom Iρ. Then there is a sequence g1, g2, . . . ∈ G such that
lim
j→∞
gj · J
(
pi(gj)
∗ρpi(gj)
Trpi(gj)∗ρpi(gj)
)
= x. (83)
Proof. Choose a sequence g1, g2, . . . ∈ Gx such that
lim
j→∞
lnχx(gj)− ln Trpi(gj)∗ρpi(gj) = Iρ(x), (84)
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which is possible by Proposition 3.11. Let x = h · x0 with h ∈ K and x0 ∈ it∗+. By
Lemma 3.13 we can assume that Trpi(gj)
∗ρpi(gj) ≤ Trpi(gjn)∗ρpi(gjn) for every j ∈ N and
n ∈ hNh−1 (otherwise replace gj with a minimizer: this increases the sequence but the
limit cannot increase since it was already equal to the supremum). This means that for
ν ∈ h · n we have
0 =
d
ds
Trpi(gj exp sν)
∗ρpi(gj exp sν)
∣∣∣∣
s=0
= TrTepi(ν)
∗pi(gj)∗ρpi(gj) + pi(gj)∗ρpi(gj)Tepi(ν)
= 2 Re Trpi(gj)
∗ρpi(gj)Tepi(ν),
(85)
and therefore J(
pi(gj)
∗ρpi(gj)
Trpi(gj)∗ρpi(gj)) ∈ h · it∗.
Let ρj =
pi(gj)
∗ρpi(gj)
Trpi(gj)∗ρpi(gj) . By compactness of S(H) we may assume (after passing to a
subsequence) that the sequence ρ1, ρ2, . . . converges to some state ρ∞. For every g ∈ Gx
we have
Iρ(x) ≥ lim sup
j→∞
lnχx(gjg)− ln Trpi(gjg)∗ρpi(gjg)
= lim sup
j→∞
lnχx(gj) + lnχx(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρjpi(g)− ln Trpi(gj)∗ρpi(gj)
= Iρ(x) + lim sup
j→∞
lnχx(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρjpi(g)
= Iρ(x) + lnχx(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρ∞pi(g),
(86)
therefore
0 ≥ lnχx(g)− ln Trpi(g)∗ρ∞pi(g). (87)
Taking the supremum over g ∈ Gx we obtain 0 ≥ Iρ∞(x) which, by Proposition 3.20
implies x = J(ρ∞).
The sequence xj = J(ρj) converges to x and satisfies xj ∈ h · it, therefore for large j
we have gj · xj ∈ Kx · xj by Lemma 3.3. Kx acts by isometries (for any Ad-invariant inner
product) and fixes x, therefore gj · xj → x.
When Iρ is continuous on its domain, Propositions 3.29 and 3.30 imply (4) for every
open set. In general we have not been able to prove continuity, although we conjecture
that it is indeed true. However, for states with full support Proposition 3.23 is sufficiently
strong to finish the proof as follows.
Proof of part (ii) of Theorem 1.1. Let x ∈ O ∩ dom Iρ and write x = h · x0 with h ∈ K
and x0 ∈ it∗+. Let y ∈ relint((h · it∗+) ∩ dom Iρ) be arbitrary. Then for s ∈ [0, 1) we have
sx+ (1− s)y ∈ relint((h · it∗+) ∩ dom Iρ), so by Proposition 3.23 Iρ is continuous at these
points. From Propositions 3.29 and 3.30 we conclude that
lim
m→∞
1
m
lnµm(O) ≤ Iρ(sx+ (1− s)y). (88)
We take the limit s → 1 and note that the function s 7→ Iρ(sx + (1 − s)y) is finite,
convex and lower semicontinuous on [0, 1], therefore also continuous. Thus Iρ(x) is a lower
bound.
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